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INTRODUCTION

The Community Energy Plan will remain just that, a plan, unless the local community resolves to make it
a reality. Those of us on the trip to Gussing saw what can happen through determined hard work over
many years. It is important to note, however, that we saw the results of a plan many years after beginning
the implementation of that plan. Gussing started slow building up their knowledge of renewable energy
systems as well as their contacts in government and private industry. Most importantly, they developed
and nurtured a philosophy that spread throughout the community about the importance of sustainable
development and energy conservation. What this did was make it much easier to attract investment in new
renewable technologies when investors came and saw the level of interest and commitment to
sustainability in so many homes, businesses, and industries in the community.
Clare stands ready to begin what we all hope will be a similar journey. The plan calls for a slow start,
building upon renewable resources currently available but underutilized, and developing expertise and
confidence in our abilities to expand into newer technologies and attract investment to improve and
transform the local economy. Recent polling of community members indicates a high level of interest
among owners of older homes to participate in energy efficiency upgrade programs. An even higher level
of participation is likely if information about funding programs can be widely delivered in the community
and followed up with telephone calls or visits to obtain pledges of participation.
Additional follow-up will also be required with the business community to encourage participating in
government incentive programs to reduce energy consumption and to share their experiences and
successes with the wider community. This information sharing and a cooperative approach will be critical
to maintaining long term interest and involvement in the community energy plan.
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DEMAND SIDE MANAGEMENT

2.1

Awareness Building

2.1.1

Public Education

Knowledge is power and a knowledgeable society has the power to create meaningful change. That is
what is desired as an outcome of this Community Energy Plan, meaningful, positive change in the way
energy is created and used in Clare. The community energy plan project has thus has not included any
public consultation sessions, however, due to the number of residential and business audits conducted, a
large number of residents have been made aware of the project. In order to ensure that public support for
project implementation can be maintained at a high level, it is considered important that the public is kept
fully aware of what project initiatives are planned and what expected benefits they could see. Information
to be conveyed to the public should include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

typical energy costs per household in Clare;
typical costs of energy retrofit measures in houses;
expected energy and cost savings associated with energy retrofit measures;
costs of energy for the municipality;
typical costs for energy saving measures for the municipality;
expected energy and cost savings associated with municipal energy savings measures;
GHG emission reduction potential of the proposed renewable energy projects.
Information on government programs for homeowners and small businesses to reduce energy
consumption.

A community newsletter could be produced and distributed which would include the items previously
mentioned. All information need not necessarily be conveyed in one newsletter but rather a series of
newsletters could be produced that highlight different aspects of the community energy plan, as well as,
use examples of best practices used in the community and elsewhere. Many publications are currently in
existence which can provide examples and information for the newsletter. Some sources include Natural
Resources Canada, Conserve Nova Scotia, Nova Scotia Department of Energy, Clean Nova Scotia, Union
of Nova Scotia Municipalities, and Halifax Regional Municipality. The Federation of Canadian
Municipalities can also be utilized for information on successful conservation initiatives in other
municipalities in Canada, as well as the relationship of Clare with the city of Gussing Austria, can be used
as inspiration for what can be.
In addition to the newsletter, a series of public open houses can be used to allow the community to more
fully understand all that the community energy plan involves and to ask questions and learn how they can
participate. There are eight municipal districts within Clare municipality so it seems logical to arrange the
open houses at locations close to or within these municipal districts. The open houses should focus on the
goals and expected outcomes of the Community Energy Plan as well as highlight the measures proposed
or already under way to achieve the goals. Displays should provide information on the costs and benefits
of each measure as well as costs and benefits to the individual homeowner. The open house should also
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provide a forum for feedback form community members and provide information on energy efficiency
programs for homeowners to take away. Considerable information on the provincial Energuide program
should be provided as well as an opportunity for homeowners to sign up for the program. The ultimate
success of the community energy plan will be based on the number of community members who get
involved and commit to making positive changes to reduce emissions in their homes and businesses.
Another proposed method of public education will be public announcements using radio station CFIA. A
public phone in talk show on this station could also be used to provide the programs and actions of the
CEP, as well as promote upcoming public meetings or demonstration projects.
2.1.2

Demonstration Projects

Although not necessarily new, the concept of energy conservation and renewable energy can be confusing
and intimidating to many people. Energy conservation and renewable energy initiatives in use in
residential and small commercial settings are a very good method of selling the concept to a sceptical
public. This is a great opportunity for the municipality to lead by example and turn one or more of its
buildings into showpieces of energy efficiency by incorporating many efficiency measures into its
buildings and inviting the community to come and see the difference these measures make.
Although the new medical centre is planned to be a highly energy efficiency building, incorporating
efficient features, the public can be better educated by taking an existing building, upgrading it, and
demonstrating to the public what significant energy and emission savings have resulted. The public
library in Meteghan is suggested as a great candidate for such an upgrade since it is visited regularly by a
large percentage of the community. An alternate suggestion would be the building housing radio station
CIFA and having the radio hosts describe the ongoing process as well as describe the improvement in
energy efficiency and comfort.
On the residential side, a series of demonstration projects involving four or five houses is proposed. Due
to the fact that a majority of the residences in Clare were built prior to 1970 and these homes typically are
the worst energy performers, the demonstration projects should target homes of this age. The economic
benefits of reduced home energy costs could most benefit low income households so it is proposed to
implement demonstration projects in year round owner occupied homes of low or modest income.
Funding to cover the cost of the demonstration projects has been found through the provincial Residential
Energy Assistance Programme (REAP). This program is funded by conserve Nova Scotia and provides
grants of $5,000 to low income homeowners to make home upgrades to reduce energy consumption. The
program includes initial and follow-up Energuide audits that will allow the program to access funding
from the provincial and federal programs. There is no cost to the homeowner and no sweet equity
component is expected. The Burridge Campus of the Nova Scotia Community College has a building
technology program that may be able to contribute students to the project as a part of a training program.
In order to effectively monitor the energy consumption of each demonstration home before and after the
upgrade project a monitoring program using Powercost monitors, energy records, reviews, and follow-up
reviews will be required. Powercost monitors could also be purchased and loaned to homeowners through
the public library. The monitors have been proven to have a positive effect on energy efficiency when
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installed in a home, by making the homeowner immediately aware of the cost of their electricity use.
People tend to use less when they see what it costs.
In order to get greater participation in the Energuide program, the municipality could advertise the
program and accept applications from homeowners to participate. All candidate homes would need to be
able to supply valid energy records to be used to establish a baseline to qualify for Energuide funding
each house in the program would receive an initial energy audit and receive a score. A follow-up audit is
conducted following the upgrade project and a second score is given. The difference between the two
scores determines the amount of the Energuide grant. The average grant per house is between $1,200 and
$1,500 but maximum grants are $2,000 through the provincial program and $5,000 through the federal
program.
Our study team has been conducting unofficial polls of homeowners in Clare to determine their interest in
participating in the Energuide program. Of the homeowners contacted to date, approximately 50% have
indicated a willingness to participate. Our team members are reminding the homeowners that they must
pay an upfront cost to have the initial energy audit and scoring done and must pay the entire cost of
energy retrofits prior to receiving a rebate based on the relative improvement in the Energuide score
between the initial and follow-up energy audits and the specific improvements made. This high level of
interest, coupled with the demonstration program, should help to ensure a relatively large number of
residences in Clare will receive energy retrofit upgrades. It is expected that as greater numbers of
homeowners go through the Energuide process, they will tell their family, friends, and neighbours about it
and interest will increase. A successful participation rate would be 100 homes in the first year and 1,000
homes within five (5) years.
Homeowners polled that did not express interest in participating in the Energuide program generally had
the following reasons for not participating:
.1

Home has already been renovated and little could be gained from further upgrades.

.2

Home is old and not worth much investment.

.3

Homeowner not planning to remain in home much longer.

.4

Home is newer and already energy efficient. This was the answer usually given by owners of
homes less than twenty (20) years old.

2.1.3

School Projects

School children are often seen to be an excellent resource to convey new ideas to a community via their
families. Some examples of school based energy awareness programs that could be applied in Clare are as
follows:
.1

Energy conservation information is provided to school children as part of an eco competition
between different schools. Schools in different parts of the province could report on their electricity
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and heating fuel consumption and the number of students and staff in each building in order to
determine an energy consumption figure per person. Each school then starts different energy
conservation measures such as turning off lights when not needed, setting back thermostats over
night, reducing hot water consumption, fixing air leaks around windows and doors, and other ideas
developed and implemented by students and staff. Each school provides a brief report on their
activities and monitors their energy consumption to report in changes from their previous
consumption per person figures. Minimal funding is required if most measures are the result of
operational changes. Small prizes could be awarded to the schools with the greatest energy savings.
Suggested prizes could include home energy efficiency packs presented to students and staff like
those developed and distributed by Nova Scotia Department of Energy. In addition to energy
savings information, these packs usually include one or two compact fluorescent light bulbs, a hot
water heater blanket, a roll of weather stripping, outlet cover insulators, and a faucet aerator.
.2

Students obtain their home energy records and enter into a competition with classmates to achieve
the largest energy reduction per person in their households. They report in class what energy saving
measures they are trying at home and what impact it is having. These competitions are better suited
to children above the elementary grade levels.

.3

Children in a class are divided into teams and are given a computer generated model house. Each
team is given a budget and told to reduce energy consumption in their house as much as possible.
Each team is given a list of possible measures and their costs. Each team selects their measures to
use up their budget, the measures are entered into the model house, and the energy reductions are
determined. The team with the best reduction wins. These online houses models are available
through various government energy and educational websites.

2.2

Local Support

Ultimately, the success or failure of this Community Energy Plan will depend upon the ability of the
municipality to inspire the public, institutional, and business communities in Clare to support the plan.
Although formal public and stakeholder consultation was not part of the mandate for development of the
plan, the extensive audit program of homes, businesses, institutions, and industries provided an excellent
opportunity to explain the rationale and goals of the CEP to a significant portion of the community. In
total, over 150 audits were conducted which provided our team with direct contact with hundreds of
people who have seen first hand what the community energy plan can mean for them.
A local program coordinator will be needed to ensure that the implementation of the Community Energy
Plan maintains momentum. The municipality needs to seek out funding to support the creation of this
position. The current CEP project steering committee could be retained to augmented to provide advice
and support for this new position. If the energy program coordinator position with the regional
development agency is staffed, a portion of that person's responsibility could be the Clare CEP
implementation. If this happens, the requirement for the full time local program coordinator may not be
necessary. Funding for the coordinator position may be available through the federal government
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EcoAction community funding program of Environment Canada. Summer Co-op students from a local
university may fill the role temporarily. The Nova Scotia Youth Conservation Corps Program is another
possibility although this program is better suited to works projects.
Whichever position is created, it is essential that momentum be maintained once implementation
initiatives have begun. New promotional ideas must be continuously developed to maintain interest
among community residents and to ensure pledges of participation are followed up with actions. The local
business community must be engaged to support the program since it stands to benefit directly through
sales of materials and construction labour.

2.3

Funding Sources

Potential funding sources identified to provide monetary or in kind support to a community demand side
management program include the following:
.1

Federation of Canadian Municipalities – Green Municipal Funds

.2

Conserve Nova Scotia – Energuide for Houses, Residential Energy Assistance Program

.3

Natural Resources Canada – Eco Energy Retrofit Program for houses and businesses, Canadian
Industry Program for Energy Conservation (CIPEC)

.4

Nova Scotia Community College – Building Construction Trades Programs field experience

.5

Habitat for Humanity – New construction and rebuilding of homes for low income families.
Privately financed.

.6

Union of Nova Scotia Municipalities – Energy efficiency best practices manual, Energy Programs
Coordinator

.7

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation – Financial support for low income, disabled, and
senior homeowners and tenants to make upgrade to their homes.

.8

Nova Scotia Power Incorporated – A corporate demand side management study has been
completed as part of a larger integrated resource planning project. Investment in DSM initiatives
has been identified as having the potential to delay major capital expenditures in new generation
infrastructure for several years, thus improving the long term financial outlook for the company.

.9

Environment Canada – EcoAction Community Funding Program.
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RENEWABLE ENERGY PROJECTS

The Milestone No. 2 report included ten renewable energy projects that met all the established evaluation
criteria and were accepted by the project steering committee. These projects were as follows:
.1

Université Sainte Anne, Combined Technologies Project – A project combining a biomass fired
central heating plant with solar domestic hot water heating on residence buildings and a small
wind turbine on campus for power generation.

.2

Villa Area, Biomass Heating Plant with District Heating – A project to install a biomass fired
heating plant at Villa Acadienne in Meteghan and install hot water supply and return piping for
approximately 800 m along Route 1 adjacent to the Villa to provide a source of heating energy to
nearby homes, institutions, and buildings.

.3

Comeau Lumber, Modifications to Existing Cogeneration System – The mill uses wood waste to
produce steam to drive a steam turbine and produce electricity. The current arrangement does not
send all the available high pressure steam through the turbine, thus reducing the system's
efficiency. The modifications would allow all the high pressure steam through the turbine,
increasing system efficiency and reducing fuel consumption.

.4

Spectacle Lake Group, AD System for Hog Manure and Other Organic Wastes – Four separate
organic waste streams were identified as potential feedstocks for an anaerobic digester that uses
bacterial activity to break down organic waste, kill harmful pathogens in the waste, and produce
methane for use as a fuel to produce heat and electricity.

.5

Meteghan River Mini Hydro – A small run of river hydroelectric development in the vicinity of
Indian Falls.

.6

Comeau Sea Foods, Biodiesel System – A project to take the semi refined herring oil by-product
form the meal plant and process it into a fuel for use in diesel engines in fishing boats or vehicles.

.7

Comeau Sea Foods, large Wind Turbine – A project to install a large utility size wind turbine on a
site adjacent to the processing plant in Saulnierville.

.8

Residential Solar Hot Water Projects – A project to convince a large number of residential and
commercial domestic hot water users to install solar hot water heaters on their properties to
reduce the energy consumption associated with hot water production. The large number
committed to the project, the better price per building can be negotiated with equipment suppliers
and installers.

.9

AF Theriault Shipyard, Solar Air Heating – A project to install a solar wall or other solar air
heating system on a large industrial assembly building at the shipyard. The system will
supplement the existing oil heating system and reduce consumption.
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.10

3.1

New Medical Centre, Combined Technologies – The proposed new medical centre in Meteghan
centre is intended to be designed to be a model of energy efficiency. Proposed technologies to be
incorporated into the building include earth energy using ground source heat pumps, solar hot
water heating, and an onsite wind turbine. The building is intended to be a showpiece of
efficiency and renewable technology.

Local Support

Five of the ten projects assessed in Milestone No. 2 are located within the boundary of a private industrial
operation. The remaining projects are at municipally owned or operated facilities, the university, or
throughout the wider community.
The projects located within the private industries must meet minimum criteria for commercial feasibility
since the investment and benefit will be primarily to the host industry. Although some financial incentives
may be available through federal government programs, these projects will depend primarily upon
investment from the host private industry to determine if they proceed or not.
The other projects on the short list will be much more dependent upon local support because they will
require more direct community investment and resulting benefits. The solar domestic hot water program
will be successful only if a sufficiently large number of homeowners commit to a substantial up front
capital investment to have a solar thermal system installed on their homes. The new medical centre
project represents a small incremental difference in the cost of the building compared with construction
costs for a less energy efficient building. Over the life of the building, the additional capital investment
will pay for itself many times over. This message needs to be conveyed to the community, where tax
dollars will be used to fund the majority of the new building cost. The university project represents the
largest capital investment of any of the projects agreed to by the steering committee. It presents an
opportunity to reduce annual operating costs at the university by over $100,000 while increasing
employment both at the university and for the forestry companies that would supply the fuel for the new
heating plant. Although not funded directly by the local community, the university is a key cultural
component of the community and any project that can strengthen it and makes it more closely tied to the
greater community will undoubtedly be popular. The remaining two projects, the Villa Acadienne
biomass boiler plant and the Indian Falls hydro plant were deemed by the steering committee to be not
economically viable and will not be considered for implementation.

3.2

Public Funding Sources

A listing of possible government program funding sources is included in the Appendix. Specific
information on regulations for most federal government programs is not yet available but is scheduled to
be released in April 2007. The following table lists the renewable energy projects and possible
government funding sources.
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Table 1.

Renewable Energy Projects and Potential Funding Sources
PROJECT

.1

University St. Anne
combined Technologies
Project

ESTIMATED
COST
$2 M

POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
FCM Green Municipal Funds will issue a request for
proposals on May 23, 2007, for financing to support
district energy projects that use renewable or waste
energy sources. USA biomass heating plant project
may qualify, particularly if part of the project
involves serving buildings off campus in the
community. Total available funding is $20 M in
loans and $3.2 M in grants.
Federal Eco Energy Retrofit Program offers grants
of 25% of project costs to a maximum of $50,000
for building energy efficiency upgrades.

.2

.3

Comeau Lumber
Cogeneration
Modifications
Spectacle Lake AD
System

$275 K

$1 M

Federal Eco Energy for Renewable Heat program
will provide 25% of the purchase and installation
costs of solar dhw systems.
Project will be privately financed by the client if
final cost estimate confirms previous feasibility
analysis.
NS Department of Environment and Labour offers
up to $100 K to existing septage haulers to upgrade
or replace existing septage lagoons. There are
potentially 3 haulers within range of Spectacle Lake
who may have an interest in dumping there rather
than build there own facility. NSDEL would
consider a joint application from multiple haulers for
a combined facility. Maximum potential funding
from this source would be $300 K.
Natural Research Council's Industrial Research
Assistance Program could provide funding to assist
with design and process research costs.
Atlantic Canada Opportunity Agency could provide
funding to support business start-up based on job
creation guarantees and a future business plan
showing growth potential.
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PROJECT

ESTIMATED
COST

.4

Comeau Sea Foods
Biodiesel System

$70 K

.5

Comeau Seafood wind
Turbine

$3.5 M

.6

Residential Solar Hot
Water Project

Approximately
$5,000 per
Household

.7

.8

3.3

AF Theriault Shipyard
Solar Air Heater

New Medical Centre
Combined Technologies

$45 K

Unknown

POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
Project would be privately financed by the client. No
current economic viability due to the high value of
fish oils to the nutraceutical industry.
Interest shown from private wind developer.
Request for Proposals for 130 MW of renewable
energy for NSPI expected soon. Project would be
privately financed.
Local manufacturer, Thermodynamics Ltd., quotes a
price of $5,200 plus HST per household installed
based on a minimum of 20 houses. Price is for a
single 4' x 8' panel and a 60 gallon storage tank as
part of a complete, installed turnkey system. This
system is sufficient for a 2 – 3 person household.
Larger households will require two panels and a
system cost of approximately $7,000 plus HST.
Nova Scotia Department of Energy offers rebates of
10% up to a maximum of $500 for solar dhw
systems. The Federal Eco Energy Retrofit Program
includes an additional $500 rebate for solar dhw
systems if included as part of an Energuide upgrade,
Project may qualify under new federal Eco
Efficiency Program for a rebate of up to 25% of
project costs to a maximum of $50,000.
Remainder will be privately financed.
The Federal Eco Energy Program may offer
incentives for installing solar and wind energy
systems on the new building.

Private Funding Sources

Private sources of funding are more difficult to ascertain. Interest has been shown in the local community
for establishment of a wood fuel supply company to utilize harvesting waste and underutilised tree
species to produce wood chip fuel for use at the proposed facility at the University of Ste. Anne as well as
other existing or potential facilities in western Nova Scotia. Communications with local investors must be
maintained in order to expedite project implementation. The municipality could assist this development
by offering the stockpiled wood waste at the construction and demolition site to the fuel supply company
at little or no cost as a source of start-up raw material.
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The large wind turbine project at Comeau Sea Foods has attracted interest from private wind developers
who generally use private equity markets to finance their projects.
Another mechanism to attract local investment could be the establishment of a community economic
development investment fund (CEDIF). This allows local investment in projects that show an economic
return on investment. Investment in a CEDIF provides additional investment tax credits that can make the
project more attractive. The CEDIF also need not be limited to one project so could be used to provide
capital to a number of local projects. Additional information on CEDIF's is provided in the Appendix.
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4

.1
.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8
.9
.10
.11
.12

IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE

Appoint local CEP coordinator or implementation
committee or both.
Secure funding for residential demonstration
project through REAP program.
Select demonstration homes.
Determine demonstration homes baseline energy
use.
Demonstration homes initial Energuide Audits.
Demonstration homes upgrade construction.
Demonstration homes follow-up Energuide Audit.
Develop Community Energy Plant Newsletter.
Develop radio public service announcements about
CEP.
Plan for public information meetings.
Research use of CEDIF for local projects.

.19
.20

Funding application to FCM for USA district
heating.
Obtain commitments from homeowners to
participate in Energuide program.
Arrange for Energuide Program audits for
participating homeowners.
Determine eligibility of AD project for funding to
receive septage wastes.
Meet with school representative to discuss energy
awareness projects and competitions.
Obtain commitments from homeowners to
purchase solar dhw systems.
Arrange with solar equipment manufacturer for
supply and installation of systems on participating
homes.
Design of USA project upgrades.
Wind monitoring of Comeau Sea Foods.

.21
.22

Design of air heater at A.F. Theriault.
Construction of USA project upgrades.

.13
.14
.15
.16
.17
.18
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RESPONSIBILITY

TIMEFRAME

Council

April

CEP Coordinator

April

CEP Coordinator
Contractor

April – May
May

Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
CEP Coordinator
CEP Coordinator

May – June
June – August
June – August
April – May
April – May

CEP Coordinator
Implementation
Committee
Council/USA

April – May
May – June

CEP Coordinator

May, June

CEP Coordinator

June, July, August

Spectacle Lake

April

CEP Coordinator
CEP Coordinator

September,
October
May, June

CEP Coordinator

July, August

Contractor
Private Developer

July – September
September 2007 –
September 2008
June
November 2007 –
May 2008

Contractor
Contractor

May
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RESPONSIBILITY

TIMEFRAME

Private Developer

April – June 2009

.24

Wind turbine design and construction at Comeau
Sea Foods.
Comeau lumber cogeneration upgrades.

Contractor

.25

Energy newsletters issued.

CEP Coordinator

.26
.27

Radio station public service announcements.
Design and construct AD facility.

CEP Coordinator
Contractor

.28
.29

School energy projects/competitions.
Applications submitted or commercial and
industrial DSM retrofit incentives.
Applications submitted for institutional building
retrofit incentives.
Purchase Powercost monitors for use to establish
baseline energy consumption in demonstration
homes and buildings.
Purchase Powercost monitors for homeowner use.
Loan out through the public library. Publicize in
newsletter and on the radio.

May – October
2007
Bimonthly June
2007
Weekly May 2007
September 2007 –
September 2008
November 2007
June – July 2007

.23

.30
.31

.32
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CEP Coordinator
Provide Businesses/
Contractor
Institutions/
Contractor
Council/CEP
Coordinator
CEP Coordinator

June – July 2007
April 2007

May 2007
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